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Matthew Parish <parish.matthew@gmail.com>

Re: Complaint about defamatory comments made against an English lawyer on
Wikipedia - URGENT
1 message

Matthew Parish <parish.matthew@gmail.com> 7 February 2022 at 23:06
To: Support <legal+id37098@wikimediats.zendesk.com>, legal@wikimedia.org

Dear Sir

Thank you for your response.

Wikipedia publishes defamatory information about me and I have brought it to your attention.

It is your legal duty under English law to delete it immediately. Your English lawyers will advise you to this effect.

With respect, your 'no threats' policy only makes you more liable for aggravated damages under English law.
Defamation has been brought to your attention. Your "no threats' policy renders you liable for breach of English
civil procedure. You are required to cooperative with a claimant so that I may have the information necessary to
sue the right people.

You will receive a Pre-Action protocol letter imminently, in which I will seek Pre-Action disclosure revealing the
identities of the defamatory editors.

Wikipedia's breaches of English defamation law must be brought to an end; I hope that the forthcoming litigation
against youraelves will facilitate that process.

You will receive tomorrow a Pre-Action protocol letter under the English Civil Procedure Rules. I will seek a court
order revealing the identity of your editors who have added defamatory information about me so that I may add
them as co-defendants, as is my right under English law.

Yours faithfully

Matthew Parish

On Mon, Feb 7, 2022, 22:44 Bryce Cunningham (Support) <legal@wikimediats.zendesk.com> wrote:

Your request (37098) has been updated. To add additional comments, reply to this email.

Bryce Cunningham (Wikimedia Trust & Safety / Legal)
Feb 7, 2022, 21:44 UTC

Dear Dr Parish,

The Wikimedia Foundation has received your email regarding the article about you on the

English language Wikipedia: <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matthew_Parish>.

You should know that the Wikimedia Foundation does not write, edit, or curate the content

of articles on Wikipedia. That effort is conducted by the global community of volunteer
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users. 

Wikipedia articles are created by independent editors about subjects that meet the

Wikipedia guidelines on notability: <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Notability>. Editors

then improve the articles by adding additional information, sources, and citations. It is

actually preferred that the subject of an article avoid working directly on the article due to

potential conflicts of interest <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Conflict_of_interest>. If

you feel that the article has inaccurate or misleading information, you can discuss it on the

article's talk page and other editors will consider it and potentially add or remove

information from the article <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Matthew_Parish>.

You can also read more information about Wikipedia’s guidelines for writing biographies of

living persons, including how the subject of the biography can correct it, at the biography

of living persons guidelines page: <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Biographies_of_
living_persons#Dealing_with_articles_about_yourself>.

Please note that there is a "No legal threats" policy among Wikimedia volunteers:

<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:No_legal_threats>. This does not limit your rights, but

is in place to encourage collaboration and resolution of content disputes among

volunteers.

I hope this information is helpful to you.

Sincerely,

Bryce Cunningham

Wikimedia Foundation

Legal Department

Matthew Parish
Feb 7, 2022, 19:49 UTC

Dear Sir/Madam,

I urge you to study the recent edit war of the Wikipedia page https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matthew_Parish

The defamatory edits have been removed and a separate Wikipedia page has been prepared in draft which
explains the issues more neutrally.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Draft:Kuwaiti_videos_affair

If the defamatory edits are returned to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matthew_Parish then I will sue the
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Wikimedia Foundation for defamation in English courts. The correct way to deal with these complex
defamatory allegations against a living person is a separate Wikipedia page in which the issues can be set
out and debated more impartially,

Yours faithfully

Dr Matthew Parish
www.matthew-parish.com

Partner, The Paladins
www.the-paladins.com 

Chief Executive, The Foundation for Development
www.development-foundation.org

Elected as a Young Global Leader by the World Economic Forum, 2013
Nominated as number 49 out of the 300 most influential people in Switzerland, Bilan magazine, April 2013
Honorary Professor, University of Leicester, United Kingdom
Twitter @parish_matthew
 
Books:
Mirages of International Justice: The Elusive Pursuit of a Transnational Legal Order (Edward Elgar,
2011).
A Free City in the Balkans: Reconstructing a Divided Society in Bosnia (I.B.Tauris, 2009).
Ethnic Civil War and the Promise of Law (Edward Elgar, 2013).
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